_more than just ratings

PRESS KIT & FAQ
Crypto Exchange Ranks is the first sophisticated rating service that provides all-inclusive
objective crypto exchange ratings and analytics.
This media kit is designed to help media representatives and common users, understand
what we do, why we do it, how we do it and with whom.

If you have any questions, please email
pr@cryptoexchangeranks.com

ABOUT CER
Crypto Exchange Ranks is an platform that provides all-inclusive objective crypto exchange
ratings and analytics for making proper investment and trading decisions.
CER analyzes broad risk areas, including:

• liquidity
• compliance and reliability
• public opinion
• cybersecurity level
We offer access to a wide spectrum of analytical information that is collected,
systematized, and processed. To do this, we employ specifically developed algorithms and

OUR MISSION

PROBLEM WE SOLVE

We innovate the global financial system
developing and setting clear and objective
standards for crypto exchanges as a
backbone of the crypto economy. We
believe that by following this method, we
will help accelerate the maturity of the
industry.

Nowadays, almost 200 crypto
exchanges exist. This number
generates a whole universe of data that
an investor must consider before
making proper investment and trading
decisions.

UNIQUE SOLUTION
Seeing how difficult it is to trust exchanges, we’ve provided a unique solution, analyzing
and processing a broad complex of data through advanced economic-mathematical
modeling, artificial intelligence, machine learning, natural language processing and
cybersecurity assessments.
Our clients are granted access to highly precise ratings and analytics of crypto exchanges,
according to a broad range of analyzed parameters of risk evaluation and trading
opportunities. Our ratings significantly enhance everyday investment and trading
decision-making processes.
CER’s analytics brings greater value to individual and institutional investors, brokers,
traders, and even crypto exchanges and regulatory authorities.

CER TEAM
Dmytro Shestakov
CEO
Dmytro has 12 years experience in investment management
and strategic development, with an MBA in finance at
Kyiv-Mohyla Business School. Before CER, Dmytro worked as
Vice-President for Strategy and Development at Ukrainian
Interbank Currency Exchange and was a member of the task
force engaged in strategy development and reforms of
Ukrainian State Defense Concern “Ukroboronprom”.

Dmitriy Budorin
CEO of Hacken, Mother Company of CER
Dmytro Budorin Dmytro is ACCA; he worked at Deloitte for 8
years in various audit, ERP implementation, and project
management positions. While at Deloitte, Dmytro won the
Deloitte CIS Audit Challenge with his audit of a Big Data SAP
solution, which CIS offices widely implemented. As of late, he
has been one of the top executives in Ukraine's military
defense industry. At Hacken, Dmytro takes a leading role: he
is responsible for all managerial decisions and
implementation of Hacken’s long-term and short-term
strategic goals

Volodymyr Hryshakov
Senior Research Analyst
Volodymyr has over 6 years experience in trading on US
stock markets, with a bachelor degree in Finance. In 2017, he
passed the CFA Level 1 Exam. Before CER, Volodymyr worked
as a proprietary stock trader and as an analyst in a couple of
HFT (High-Frequency Trading) and crypto-related projects.

Anton Kaminsky
Business Development Director
Anton has 10 years experience in the financial sphere and
exchange-traded products development, with a Master’s
degree in finance from Yu. Fedkovych Chernivtsi National
University. In 2017, he passed the CFA (Chartered Financial
Analyst) Level 2 Exam and became one step closer to getting
his CFA charter. Before CER, Anton worked as an Executive
Director of leading a Ukrainian Commodity Exchange.

Hleb Myrko
Demand Generation Director of Hacken
Hleb started his career as co-founder of an educational
project focused on African and Asian markets.
Simultaneously, he worked for UvoCorp as a writing mentor
and corporate trainer. Hleb has a Master's Degree in
Management and Economics and is a certified inbound
marketer. At Hacken, Hleb is responsible for generating
demand on each strategic direction of the Hacken
Ecosystem operations, including HKN token, HackenProof,
CER, Hub Services, and HackIT Conference.

A SELECTION OF IMPORTANT NEWS ABOUT CER

"CoinMarketCap Announces
Changes to Counter Fake
Volume Concerns"

"Decentralized Crypto
Exchanges Can Solve Fake
Volumes And Malpractices"

read the article >

read the article >

"Fake Volumes: New Crypto
Exchanges Displaying
Signs of Inflated Activity "

"New Platform Ranks
Cryptocurrency Exchanges by
Liquidity, Security, and Reliability"

read the article >

read the article >

INDUSTRY LEADERS TALK ABOUT CER

RESOURCES

Blog_

for access to
Crypto Exchange
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industry
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all about Hacken
Ecosystem

CONTACTS
pr@cryptoexchangeranks.com
( contact for any comments)
t.vilgan@cryptoexchangeranks.com
(Vilgan Tetiana, Marketing)
d.shestakov@cryptoexchangeranks.com
(Dmytro Shestakov, CEO)
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